Václav Havel as a symbol or a stigma: word expressions pravdoláskář, havlista and havloid in the contemporary Czech discourse
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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is to examine aspects of the former Czech president Václav Havel’s representation in the Czech social, political and media discourse and how the selected Czech news media approach the name of Václav Havel. My aim is to analyse word categories pravdoláskař, havlista and havloid, which are mainly used as labels of people supporting the same moral values Václav Havel was promoting; justice, love, liberty and peace. Using the critical discourse analysis and discourse historical approach, I will search for the definition of pravdoláskař, havlista and havloid analysing the Czech news media texts containing these expressions, eventually if there are any connotations related to pejorative and negative explanations of these expressions; the expressions are understood as mocking and insulting in certain contexts. Thesis also focuses on the phenomenon of stigmatization and labelling applied on the analysed word categories. Thesis shows, how the selected Czech media approach analysed word expressions, what adjectives and links are used within the media texts and how has the definitions shifted throughout the past decade.

Abstrakt

Bakalářská práce se soustředí na projevy odkazu bývalého prezidenta Václava Havla v českém politickém, sociálním a mediálním diskurzu, a jak k osobnosti Václava Havla český veřejný diskurz přistupuje. Práce se zaměřuje na analýzu slovních kategorií pravdoláskař, havlista a havloid, jež se užívají k označení lidí podporujících hodnoty a ideje, které Václav Havel prosazoval; tedy lásku, pravdu, mír, spravedlnost. Cílem práce je nalezení definicí těchto tří slovních označení a případných konotací, které se vážou k negativnímu a pejorativnímu vysvětlení těchto slovních výrazů; analyzované výrazy jsou v určitých kontextech považovány za urážlivá a výsměšná označení. Práce se soustředí na fenomény stigmatizace a nálepkování, které se mohou u vybraných výrazů objevovat. Práce sleduje, jak vybraná média k těmto výrazům přistupují, jaké přívlastky a příbuzenství používají. V bakalářské práci se neopomínají ani možné změny významu zkoumaných slovních kategorií v rámci českého diskurzu v období posledních deseti let.
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1 Introduction

Václav Havel was not only a politician, but he was also considered as a respected writer, playwright and intellectual. Havel is one of the most important characters and symbols of the democratic transformation in former Czechoslovakia from the 1960s until his demise, a dissident initiating and leading The Velvet Revolution\(^1\) in 1989. During the communist period in former Czechoslovakia, Havel went through a lot of inconveniences such as imprisonment, persecution and social exclusion, since he had been one of the organizers, leaders and signatories of the anti-regime movement Charta 77 (Žantovský, 2014). The idea of Charta 77\(^2\) movement originated as a reaction to the Czechoslovak communist party and its government signing the peace agreement called The Final Act of Helsinki Declaration in 1975 (Office of The Historian, 2020). This movement assembled a manifesto seeking for human rights (Salomon, 1986) that were being suppressed by the communist government during the 40 years of communist regime in the former Czechoslovak Socialist Republic (Blažek & Schovánek, 2006).

As a former Czechoslovak and afterwards Czech president, he became internationally well-known for his high moral values such as truth, honesty, love and peace, though, always sticking to his principles, appreciating justice and law. He was a symbol of democracy not only for general public but also for famous politicians and public figures from all over the world (Žantovský, 2014). Some people disagreed with his idealistic view of the world, he was also reproached for the decisions he made and lately criticized for the values he supported. The values he was promoting were often targeted by other Czech politicians, such as Václav Klaus\(^3\), who for instance claimed that Havel “wanted elitist post-democracy, instead of conservatism and traditional values, he promoted a modern demolition of existing human order” (Aktuálně.cz, 2013)\(^4\).

Although, Havel is a symbol of democracy and liberty in the Czech Republic, his name has started to be used as an insult or to mock people during the past years. His

\(^1\) A non-violent revolution in the Czech Republic, a democratic transformation from the previous totalitarian regime (Wikipedia, 2020)

\(^2\) Charta 77 obtained its name after the date of its establishment in 1977

\(^3\) A Czech free-market and Eurosceptic economist, co-founder of the Czech Civic Democratic Party (ODS), a former PM and a minister of finance in Czechoslovakia and the Czech Republic in the 90s, after elected twice as a president of the Czech Republic, rival of Václav Havel and his ideology. (Wikipedia, 2020)

\(^4\) Klaus for an online server Aktuálně.cz. Quoted: "místo demokracie chtěl elitářskou postdemokracii, místo konzervatismu a tradičních hodnot prosazoval modernistické boření existujícího lidského řádu". (Aktuálně.cz, 2013)
opponents and critics argued his values are too idealistic. There has been a number of neologisms and nicknames twisting his name to use it as an offensive label.

My thesis focuses on the analysis of some recent Czech expressions related to the legacy of Václav Havel, mostly used in a negative and pejorative way. The word categories analysed in this paper started to appear mainly during the last decade, around the time the former president Václav Havel passed away in 2011. The analysis is focused on three Czech expressions, which are in some contexts understood as offensive, mocking and disparaging. The expressions selected for the analysis, commonly used in the Czech public discourse, are *pravdoláškař*, *havlista* and *havloid*.

The main goal of the thesis is to analyse, how the usage of the selected expressions has been developing during the last decade, after Havel’s demise. The thesis will focus on how the meaning has changed within last years and if the purpose is still to offend or stigmatize people, or more specifically, what is the definition of these labelling word expressions.

To examine the labelling expressions selected for this thesis, I will use the method of critical discourse analysis (henceforth CDA) complemented by one of its chief approaches, discourse historical approach (DHA). The method of critical discourse analysis will be applied on certain Czech news media to find out and explain, how are the word categories *pravdoláškař*, *havlista* and *havloid* included and arranged in the news media content. The impact of mass media on society is generally known as significant and it can show us, how are the current social and political discourses applied in the media and what definitions they attach to these particular expressions.

News media chosen for the data analysis are the well-known Czech journals *Hospodářské noviny* and *Mladá fronta DNES* and the most read Czech tabloid *Blesk* (MediaGuru, 2020). The selection of news media for the analysis is based on a wide range of readers coverage. The theme range of the examined media is considered as sufficient enough to cover a broad spectrum of social groups and classes.

For a broader understanding of the matter, my thesis describes the word composition of the examined word categories, takes into consideration the role of language, media and theories such as framing or agenda-setting within social discourse development, and also discusses the sociological theories of stigmatization, labelling and reappropriation.
2 Literature review

2.1 Word composition and context of the selected word categories

The following chapter tries to thoroughly define the composition and context differences or similarities between the analysed word categories, which I have chosen for my discursive analysis. The categories are mainly used in context with the name of the former Czech president Václav Havel.

Further in the analysis, my aim is to compile more complex definitions from the news media sources I am analysing; therefore, this chapter serves its readers to have an insight into the Czech word composition and some sort of social background formed around these expressions.

The expressions choice is primarily grounded on my own decision and my own impression of how frequently the selected words have been used in the Czech social, political and media discourse. As it is explained later in my thesis, there do exist other possible alternations of the examined word categories. However, from my point of view, these categories are not as commonly used as the ones I pay attention to in the analysis.

All the selected categories have been developed within Czech political, media and public discourses and they have usually served to criticize and disparage Václav Havel, his ideas and followers for being overly idealistic (Pynsent, 2013).

The expressions pravdoláškař, havloyd and havlista have been used within the Czech society for many years, especially in the past decade, which I focus on in my work. It might be difficult to find the right definition to distinguish the slight and delicate differences among these expressions. Nevertheless, the composition and meaning of each category requires to be explained, hence, the reader can fully understand the position of each word category in Czech political, media and social discourses. Another purpose is to find and elucidate a differentiation among certain attitudes of Czech society towards the analysed expressions. For a more profound analysis and understanding of how the meaning has changed throughout the years, I am going to examine each expression, its origin and word composition. This should serve the reader to recognize the slight but essential differences and, therefore, to distinguish each word category analysed.

One of the sources favoured and used to describe the selected word expressions, is an informal online vocabulary developed mostly in a non-academic environment, more precisely by general public. My intention is to show, how general public on internet feels
about these expressions. Since the analysed word categories have been evolving within the Czech society, general public sources should also be included in the examination.

2.1.1 Havloid

According to the informal online vocabulary of modern Czech slang language developed mainly by the general public, the expression *havloid* describes a person who follows, supports or sympathizes with the former president Václav Havel and his ideas (čeština 2.0, 2015). The expression is mainly understood as pejorative (čeština 2.0, 2015) and abusive. The word itself is composed of the name *Havel* and the suffix *-oid*, which comes from Greek *-eîdos* and Latin *-oides* meaning resemblance or similarity with the original (Schindler, 2014; Wiktionary, 2019). The suffix *-oid* is in this particular political context considered as a defamatory and expressive label (Děngeová, 2010).

A similar expression to *havloid* is *havlojed* (čeština 2.0, 2016) and its translation also has a pejorative subtext. There are two possible approaches, how to explain this label. Firstly, *jed* is the Czech translation for *poison*, which indicates that users of this particular expression consider the ideas of Václav Havel as poisonous. Secondly, the Czech suffix *-jed* is associated with *eaters*. Simply said, Havel’s followers are the eaters of his thoughts and beliefs.

Chief editor and one of the authors publishing for a VlasteneckéNoviny.cz, an online press offensively promoting anti-western, anti-USA and anti-EU ideology (Evropské Hodnoty, 2016), Radek Velička (2015), claimed that he was the original author of the expression *havloid*. According to his article, the expression was used by himself firstly in 2010 or 2011. Velička argues that the expression should not be considered as vulgar but mocking. People, who are labelled as *havloids* are “trying to convince you no matter what to follow their truth using your money and all the possible means, which are usually lies, violence and propaganda” (Velička, 2015).

2.1.2 Havlista

The expression *havlista* has supposedly a more profound background being firstly mentioned in 2001 by a Czech journalist Martina Opltová (Louč, 2014), who was describing this word category as a movement of the “charismatic leader” Václav Havel (Louč by Šmíd, 2014), called *havlismus*. Translated to English as *havlism*, the suffix *-ism* refers to a set of beliefs or a philosophical, political, social, art movement promoting a
certain type of values or ways a certain personality or a group of people represent (Cambridge Dictionary, 2020). *Havlista* and its translation to English as a *havlist* is a framing expression for people who identify themselves with the same values Vaclav Havel represented. The Czech suffix *-ista* is primary feature referring to a political partisanship to a particular politician, with whom we sympathize (Děngeová, 2010). The suffix shows a reference to a proper noun (Novotná, 2013), which is the surname Havel in this case.

The meaning of *Havlismus* is more complex and has not always been understood as pejorative (Louč, 2014). Unlike the word category of *havloid, havlista* can be described as a neutral label for people sharing Vaclav Havel’s thoughts. However, within many years and a bit of contribution of the society, its media and politics (Louč, 2014), the expression has also obtained the dismissive meaning, which has derived from the criticism of Vaclav Havel and his politics (Opatrný, 2018). According to general public server čeština 2.0 and its contributors, *havlista* is a fanatic admirer of Václav Havel (čeština 2.0, 2018).

### 2.1.3 Pravdoláskař

The famous symbolic saying of Václav Havel “*The truth and love shall prevail over lies and hatred*” is the essential of the expression *pravdoláskař* (Slabý, 2013). The key thought of Havel and this particular saying is the endeavour to reach the truth (Kovářová, 2014). *Pravdoláskař* is a compound of two Czech words, *pravda* and *láska*. *Pravda* can be simply translated as *truth* and *láska* is the Czech expression for *love*. All put together, *pravdoláskař* or in free translation a *truth-lover* or a *lover of truth*, is another concept referring to the legacy of Havel’s thoughts. Another possible translation could be *the people of truth and love*, people who promote these values (Veselá, 2017).

According to public online dictionary, *truth-lovers* are usually liberal (čeština 2.0, 2011) and open to the world, however they can also be seen as “pathetic defenders of democracy” (čeština 2.0, 2011). The latter description displays again the pejorative subtext of how this expression is perceived by Czech society.

Another expression often associated with *pravdoláskař* and the name of Vaclav Havel is so-called *sluníčkář*, which can be translated as *sunny boy* according to Opatrný, 2018. However, even though the definition of *sunny boy* concerns the naivety and childish idealism (Opatrný, 2018), it is a more complex category, which involves all people promoting multiculturalism, anti-racism etc. It is not directly affected by the legacy of Václav Havel. It is noticeable that the definition of *sluníčkář* by čeština 2.0 (2014) does not
contain any mention of Václav Havel. Even more trustworthy resources do not allude to the legacy of Václav Havel; they rather describe sunny boys as idealistic and open-minded (Nejedlý, 2017).

2.2 Language, media and discourse

This chapter regards the purpose and usage of language in society. Language has developed amongst humans to communicate and demonstrate their thoughts, emotions or feelings. Regarding these aspects of language, I will describe in the following paragraphs, what is the perception and role of language in people’s lives and how is language used to develop specific attitudes towards several topics, situations, values, beliefs or other people. It is important to understand the processes of language and language development to properly define the discourse created around the analysed word expressions pravdoláskař, havloid and havlista.

We use language to express ourselves in a certain context and situation in which we find ourselves. However, at the same time, the language we use, creates the situation in which we occur (Gee, 2014). One way of how to approach and understand society and its discourse is through language (Fairclough, 2003). Language figures as a tool to explain our social reality (Tirado & Gálvez, 2007). We use several different approaches to construct our social life (Fairclough, 2001; Gee, 2014). These approaches define our social perspective and social action based on perception of materiality of the world, types of activities we do, ways we present ourselves and ways we act, how we think of time and space, connections we make while talking or acting, forms of consciousness, our values and, last, but not least, semiotics we use in different social groups (Fairclough, 2011; Gee, 2014), in other words the discourse we surround ourselves in (Fairclough, 2011).

Language is one of the key components in developing one’s identity. Language provides a discourse people create around themselves to participate in social interactions and develop their role and identity (Davies & Harré, 1990; Menard-Warwick, 2008). Within the social interactions, people are the moderators of their identities through language they apply during conversations as one of the possible ways of social interactions (Davies & Harré, 1990). Individuals use language to assign their identities to similar and also contrasting identities of other interlocutors and to negotiate their identity (Pavlenko & Blackledge, 2004; Menard-Warwick, 2008) in the social interaction they are attending. Regarding language as a component of identity development, the analysed
expressions pravdoláskař, havloid and havlista are also used to classify and define oneself in the Czech society. These word categories carry certain meanings, which not only label the person, who is considered as one of these, but these meaning are also related to a complex system of that person’s values, beliefs and his positioning within society.

There is an unwritten common consensus on how we as people add meaning to words and how words are interpreted within society. People create cultural models out of word expressions, which also attach a story behind that makes everyone understand, what each word represents. The backstory changes throughout the evolution of time and social discourse. For instance, the words that once had a pejorative meaning, could be now used as a neutral label for certain description or carry a different definition than they had carried in the past (Gee, 2015).

Regarding Davies and Harré (1990), there are many types of language, which we use to talk about certain topics. We use a specific type of language, which suits the matter we want to discuss. Language we use is also based on our previous conversations about the discussed matter. We use memories from past conversations to construct present situations and therefore our previous conversations shape the language we choose and the social discourse of a specific topic we are about to discuss. Davies and Harré (1990, p. 44) wrote “Though artificial mnemonic devices such as books and manuals are often understood as evidence for pre-existing knowledge structures independent of any speaker, these only have meaning to the extent that they are taken up by any speaker-hearer as encodings to be attended to. It is the actual conversations which have already occurred that are the archetypes of current conversations”.

2.2.1 Media language

The role of media illustrates how has the discourse surrounding the word expressions pravdoláskař, havloid or havlista developed. In the following chapter, I will discuss, how media works in language usage and its distribution. The chapter will describe theories of agenda-setting, framing and communication accommodation, which focus on the discourse established by media and how media approach its audience with information selection. Media create content people absorb as receivers; therefore, media have the ability to direct the attention of its audiences towards media-selected issues (Croteau & Hoynes, 2019). Media are motivated to modify the style of their language based on the audience they are surrounded with (Bell, 1995).
The news content media offer depends on the mood of their receivers. Media have to estimate and bet on what their readers would like to read or see, depending usually on the social and political atmosphere in the society. The mood of media’s audience does not rely only on the obscurity or eccentricity of the actual news, but it is actually determined by how the receivers are involved themselves in the news that media share (Lippman, 1946). Also, readers are not passive anymore, they can react actively to media content (Aitchinson & Lewis, 2003). Thus, certain social groups will read and react to certain types of news, which are adjusted to fit exactly readers’ requirements and expectations.

The approaches I will discuss in my thesis, work with adjustments and specific language selection to design a specific content overview designated for certain types of readers, usually based on the media focus or the social group of readers, who are the target group of the media. The first two methods of agenda-setting and framing work mostly with the content itself.

Agenda-setting is basically a method that determinates, what news are actually covered in media (Croteau & Hoynes, 2019). Agenda-setting sets objects of social interest, which are about to be analysed by media and discussed by society (McCombs, 2007). By objects, McCombs (2007) means any public, social or political issue that could concern anything from institutional problems through corporations to brands of goods or actual people. Every object has its attributes, which are used to define the issue, some attributes are mentioned more frequently than others (McCombs, 2007).

As Bernard Cohen argued in 1963 (p.13) “the media may not be successful in telling people what to think, it is stunningly successful in telling its readers what to think about”. The news media have a great influence on what are the interests of society and what issues are about to be discussed. Initially, the idea of agenda in agenda-setting was not meant as pejorative (McCombs, 2007) and was set in accordance with public opinions (McCombs, 2007; Croteau & Hoynes, 2019). According to several findings, it has been shown that there are correlations found between public opinions or interests and media coverage, however the agenda-setting of news media does not coincide with “real” world issues (Croteau & Hoynes, 2019).

Framing theory can be also called a second-level agenda-setting. In fact, it means that framing operates how the media coverage is constructed (Croteau & Hoynes, 2019). Its major purpose is the variety of possible explanation of specific information. Framing theory comes with an idea of frames, which are created to develop a concept of how
people perceive received news and how they work with obtained information (Chong & Druckman, 2007). Media set frames serving as references, which are used by its audience to discuss events and issues happening within the society (Scheufele, 1999). Media frames again can be viewed in a positive sense, not only as a negative association. Besides, people also tend to think in frames, which represent their personal beliefs (Chong & Druckman, 2007). Essentially, frames were supposed to extract and emphasize the important information out of news (Scheufele, 1999). Frames help to organize information and make it comprehensible. The complication with framing is that media can construe information the way they need or want people to perceive it. People, who have no other access to obtain information, are reliant on media and its own interpretation of information. Media can use different frames for different situations described. It depends on each media, which information they consider to be highlighted (Croteau & Hoynes, 2019).

The last theory viewed in this thesis is Communication Accommodation Theory (henceforth CAT), a theoretical framework, which concerns with different factors affecting social interactions and understanding others (Giles, 2016). CAT describes how people adjust their communication behaviour within social interactions with others (Dragojevic & Gasiorek, 2015).

As it is described in Gallois and Giles (2015, p. 123) “CAT is a multifunctional theory that conceptualizes communication in both subjective and objective terms. It focuses on both intergroup and interpersonal features and, as we shall see, can integrate dimensions of cultural variability. Moreover, in addition to individual factors of knowledge, motivation, and skill, CAT recognizes the importance of power and of macro contextual factors.” Media shape the language use and attitudes towards community; hence it can have an impact on people's communication behaviour and language they use in social interactions. Media as communicators are always endeavouring for approval of their audience (Bell, 1995).

Therefore, according to Bell (1995), the media use language that fits their audience's mood. Media attract audiences with specific types of speech and accommodate their language to fit the receivers’ requirements.

In our case, the described theories of media setting the language and theme of news will serve as a possible explanation of how media compile the language and attitudes towards the analysed expressions and people, who are labelled with these expressions. Theories of agenda-setting and framing could show the frequency and
discourse related to the examined word categories pravdoláskar, havlista and havloid. Communication accommodation theory can help to understand, if there are any language connotations with the analysed expressions and what attitudes are manifested towards or against the analysed labels.

2.3 Stigma, labelling theory and reappropriation

The following part reviews the concept of stigmatization. The definition of stigma is important for deeper understanding of the attitudes developed towards and against people, who are labelled as pravdoláskar, havloid or havlista in the Czech social and political discourse.

As it is claimed by the Greeks, stigma was used to label people by imprinting obvious unusual physical marks on their body, to let the society know that these people had a lack of good moral status. Afterwards, the expression was used to highlight a physical distinction from others as a disorder or a body mark (Goffman, 2003). As Goffman argued in 1963, contemporary discourse perceive stigma as a discrimination possible on any level and in any range. It carries negative stereotypes, beliefs and attitudes of people, who are considered for some reason as deviant for the society. Studies have proven that stigmatization affects many various social groups and social categories (Crocker & Major, 1989). These days, there are no specific people, who are constantly being stigmatized, at some point, stigmatization can afflict anyone (Coleman, 1986).

People unconsciously develop impetuous requirements they expect others to act in an appropriate matter. When the expectations do not fit the actual image of a person we observe, people might after mark the different other as bad, weak or dangerous (Goffman, 2003). Stigmatization of the different other after affects and threatens his personal and social identity (Major & O’Brien, 2005).

Social psychologists Mead and Cooley formed a theory of self-concept and highlighted the importance of looking-glass self or reflected appraisals (Crocker & Major, 1989) in the evolution of self-reflection, self-esteem and self-appraisal. Individuals perceive themselves based on their own idea of the social attitude towards them, their self comes from the interactions with other people (Cooley, 1902). Reference groups and significant others are the mirrors of their self-reflection (Gecas & Schwalbe, 1983). When people receive social evaluation of their selves, they feel and behave according to the imputed reflection (Cooley, 1902).
With regard to Gecas and Schwalbe (1983), self-esteem development also depends on opportunities to develop oneself within a social group. Stigmatized social groups are less likely to gain self-esteem, because they do not have many opportunities to improve or gain any respect (Gecas & Schwalbe, 1983; Crocker & Major, 1989), therefore they consider themselves as weak et cetera.

The perception of looking-glass self has been further developed within the labelling theory, which emphasized that imposition of a deviant identity upon a person (Gecas & Schwalbe, 1983). According to labelling theory, deviant behaviour can arise from many other conditions, but “individuals have been labelled or defined as deviants, they often face new problems that stem from the reactions of self and others to negative stereotypes (stigma) that are attached to the deviant label” (Bernburg, 2019, p. 1). Plausibility of the criminal or deviant behaviour becoming stable and chronic are after higher (Bernburg, 2019). Social labels that people assign to certain individuals and after the way these individuals are treated, consequently might amplify the deviancy rather than predetermined biological signs (Becker, 2003).

It is relevant to mention, deviancy can be considered not only in a negative point of view as socially noxious, but it can also be perceived as neutral; a certain diversion from the mainstream. Basically, my thesis focuses on a certain type of mild “deviancy”, which affects people, who follow the moral values related to Václav Havel’s way of thinking. These people were throughout the years labelled as pravdoláskář, havlista or havloid, word categories that concern an abusive and distinctive meaning. The question is, if the labels given by politicians, society and media to this certain social category, are also amplifying the newly originated identity of labelled individuals. Therefore, regarding the idea of reappropriation, these people behave as they are labelled to behave, using the expressions for self-labelling. Besides, that also makes the labelled people more confident about themselves (Galinsky, Wang, Whitson, Anicich, Hugenberg & Bodenhausen, 2013).
2.4 Previous research

Previous research consists of both sociological and linguistic thesis and articles mainly concerned with Czech social atmosphere formed around certain situations, for instance the migration crisis or the Czech political discourse. Some of the previous research on the word categories *pravdoláskar*, *havlista* and *havloid* have been focusing on word composition of these expressions and their role as neologisms in the contemporary Czech vocabulary. Zuzana Děngeová (2009 and after) focused on the neologisms, which are being used to label people supporting some of the local Czech politicians, in our case she also analysed the word expression *havlista*. Děngeová focuses mainly on the suffix -ista, which is used to create a noun motivated by a real name or surname, in our case by the name of Havel. However, *havlista* was one of many other examples, where politicians’ names had been twisted to label people or ways of thinking, which were related to these politicians. Hence, the analysis *havlista* itself is not the main focus of Děngeová’s work.

Slabý (2013) has mentioned the expressions *havloid* and *pravdoláskar* in his paper about Czech transformation from communism to anti-communism. Slabý describes that the expressions became a significant part of the Czech political discourse and criticism of Havel and its supporters by his opponents, who disagreed with Havel’s “non-political politics” (Havelka, 1998). In his work, Slabý explains that there is no particular discourse or nomenclature applied by *havloids* to label in return those using the pejorative expressions.

Another research work concerned with a similar interest is from Nejedlý (2017). Nejedlý analyses the expression *sluníčkář*, i.e. *sunny boy*, describes the complexity of its meaning, its historical roots. He also examines the role of *sluníčkář* in Czech media. Nejedlý also mentions *havlista* as a nomenclature referring to the name of an actual person, Václav Havel. According to Nejedlý, some people labelled as *sluníčkář* carry the expression proudly, although, this expression is usually interpreted in a sarcastic and disdainful way.

The master’s thesis of Komrska (2019) examines the Czech tabloid media. His research shows that *pravdoláskar* or *havloid* and other similar nomenclatures are usually related to people, who are supporting the aid of EU to immigrants, mostly incoming around the year 2013 and after. The labelling expressions are again considered as pejorative, negative and showing a lack of respect. Other papers, which mention the expressions *pravdoláskar*, *havlista* and *havloid* are also thematically related to the issue
of migration crisis and the increasing wave of extremism and xenophobia in the Czech Republic.

The bachelor’s thesis of Bělohoubek (2017) mentions pravdoláškař and havloid as labels used within the current Czech socio-political context, where people labelled with these expressions are supposed to be the supporters of Václav Havel and his values. Bělohoubek defines labelling as one of the possible features of fake news text.

The article about Czech nationalism cliché from Pynsent (2013) refers to the expression pravdoláškař as a dismissive and pejorative label of people supporting idealistic Havel. Václav Havel promoted the values of love et cetera more than any other Czech politician, therefore supported the Czech nationalist cliché with a connection to the shape of heart and to the heart-shaped leaves of the Czech national tree, linden.

The previous research shows that the expressions I focus on in my thesis are well-known in the Czech social, media and political discourse. The matter of labelling with these or other related expressions have been analysed from different perspectives and within very complex topics. However, the previous research shows a lack of more profound attention to what exactly these expressions mean. So far, the existing definitions are wide and quite vague. They do not specifically focus on each expression itself, but on the whole group of related nomenclatures, which are defined broadly and not in a closer context. Any of the previous research papers did not really examine the possible shifts in meaning of pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid throughout the period of the past decade.

It is important to mention that many research papers that take pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid into consideration are usually thesis of a bachelor’s or a master’s degree. I was not able to find any peer-reviewed articles or books dealing with the topic in detail. There is no further examination of these word categories, their definitions and meanings.

However, the previous research can show us the media and political interest in these expressions, which proves that they are a significant part of the Czech social, media and political discourse. Therefore, my analysis and further examination of these word categories is relevant. The analysis could provide deeper understanding of the expressions pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid.
3 Methodology

3.1 Selected news media

The following part will familiarize the readers with the news media that have been chosen for the word categories analysis pravdolásař, havlista and havloid. I have examined well-known Czech journals, Hospodářské noviny, Mladá fronta DNES, and the most read Czech tabloid Blesk (Media Guru, 2020). The purpose of this specific selection is to cover the mainstream of journals and tabloids people pick to read. The selected journals are covering a wide range of social groups and classes. Also, the news media used for the analysis are being published both online and in a paper version, which can contribute to and extend their field of range.

The journal Mladá fronta DNES (abbreviated to MF DNES) presents itself as a serious journalism newspaper with an online version iDNES.cz and it is owned by one of the biggest media groups in Czech Republic, MAFRA. MAFRA with its possession of many media means as radio stations, dailies and weeklies, affects a vast part of the Czech audience. The content of Mladá fronta DNES is based on usual rubrics, which contain local news, world news, economy, culture et cetera. MAFRA is a part of the media division of Agrofert group (MAFRA, 2020), which is currently related to the trust fund of the Czech prime minister Andrej Babiš. However, before the contemporary prime minister got involved in the Czech political scene and transferred MAFRA into a trust fund, he had bought the media house on behalf of Agrofert (MAFRA, 2020). The seriousness and independency of Mladá fronta DNES was therefore doubted and criticized by a range of Czech journalists (iDNES.cz, 2013; Pešek, 2013). The criticism of MF DNES is for example shown in the article by a Czech journalist Johana Hovorková (2019), who is also publishing for the news server Forum24, which was initially established as a reaction to Babiš’s purchase of MAFRA (iDNES.cz, 2016).

Hospodářské noviny is a Czech journal that belongs to a well-known Czech media house Economia. Economia owns weekly and daily news media, which are mainly concerned with business, finance, economy, politics and society. Economia presents itself as an independent and objective media house, which provides professional journalism, quality, precise and undistorted information. Hospodářské noviny has its own online server called iHNed.cz (Economia, 2020). Economia belongs to the possession of a Czech
billionaire Zdeněk Bakala\(^5\), however, officially according to the ethical codex of Economia, in every article or text related to its owner or his business there is stated information about his media ownership. Bakala is currently not involved in any political activities (HlídacíPes, 2020; Economia 2020). In addition to Bakala’s media possession, he owns Vaclav Havel Library in Prague that has a purpose to collect and analyse documents to the life, thoughts and work of the former Czech president Václav Havel (Pražský deník, 2010).

The Czech tabloid *Blesk* is also published daily and has its online form of publishing, which carries the same name as the original journal. As mentioned above, *Blesk* is the most read and also the most purchased journal in the Czech Republic. *Blesk* presents itself as a prompt journal, which does not avoid any type of information and complements its articles with extensive photographic content (iKiosek.cz, 2020). It is in the ownership of Czech News Center, which is considered together with MAFRA as one of the biggest media houses in the Czech Republic (CNC, 2020). *Blesk* is a tabloid, which is concerned with Czech showbusiness scene and its news are usually striking and showy.

For the analysis, I have used the online versions of each journal mentioned above; *iHNed.cz*, *iDNES.cz* and *Blesk.cz*.

### 3.2 Critical discourse analysis

Critical discourse analysis (henceforth CDA) is a very useful theory on how to examine media discourse and it has its roots originated in *critical social theory* of Gramsci, Althusser and the Frankfurt school that all focused on linguistic construction of meaning and sense (Carvalho, 2008). One of the main representatives and inventors of CDA, Teun A. Van Dijk, regards it as a set of pertinent methods, which serve to study severe social problems such as sexism, racism, ageism and many other social inequality demonstrations (Dijk, 2015). In this case, I examine socially constructed word categories, which have been used pejoratively to address and label people with certain moral and social values.

Critical discourse analysis enables us to understand the meaning of language in society (Fairclough, 2003), therefore the societal approach to words and word

---

\(^5\) Zdeněk Bakala is one of the wealthiest people in the Czech Republic, a philanthropist and a stakeholder in mining and finance (Wikipedia, 2020), also suspected for shady financial transactions during his ownership of OKD, a czech coal mine company (Seznam Zprávy, 2019).
expressions or categories, which are used to express and describe the world around us and how the society interprets it (Ainsworth, 2001).

Critical discourse analysis helps us to understand the complexity of social consciousness about certain topics, the social atmosphere and the implications of language to construct people’s identities, which are developed through the process of language labelling (Ainsworth, 2001). Critical discourse analysis goes beyond texts and also considers institutional and sociocultural contexts (Carvalho, 2008). The contribution of CDA can expand our understanding of identity development, construction and the effects of language on the world we build around us (Ainsworth, 2004; Gee, 2014).

There are many cases of labelling and creating socially constructive stratification of people based on many various factors. In my examination, I focus on the mentioned Czech word categories developed throughout the years to mark people with certain perception of social and moral values inspired by the opinions and views of the former Czech president Václav Havel.

I use the method of discourse analysis to explain specific language styles and word expressions typical for Czech journalistic discourse concerning social trends in labelling groups of people (Ainsworth, 2001) related to the name and values of Václav Havel. The trends in general seem to respond constructively (Fairclough, 2003) to a societal image, which could be a reaction to a particular style of self-presentation. In my own examination it means, that there must be a specific type of behaviour, which creates, directly or indirectly, the discourse around people, who are considered as havloid, pravdoláskař or havlista. CDA can elucidate the factors on identity construction and its effects (Ainsworth, 2004).

3.2.1 Discourse Historical Approach

Ruth Wodak elaborated a method called discourse historical approach (DHA), which is considered as one of the three main streams of discourse analysis. The approach of DHA is a multifaceted method that emphasizes the historical and political context in text analysis and works with categories, into which the analysed text can be distributed to (Lehečková & Hořejší, 2015; Homoláč, 2017; Reisigl, 2017).

The DHA method focuses on text, discourse and context. Each text has a *genre*, which can be explained as “a socially ratified way of using language in connection with a particular type of social activity” (Reisigl & Wodak, 2017, p. 90), therefore, texts use
specific types of language according to the type of information they contain. The other interest of DHA method are intertextual and interdiscursive relationships, which should examine if the change of discourses is related to socio-political changes. Intertextuality focuses on the links and connections among texts. These connections can refer to a same topic, or a main actor, same events or evocations, by applying the same information and arguments in other texts and “transferring the given elements to new contexts” (Reisigl & Wodak, 2017, p. 90), which Wodak and Reisigl (2017) call recontextualization. The opposite effect called de-contextualization removes an element of a particular context. Interdiscursivity refers to if and how are the text discourses linked to each other. Certain topics carry certain discourses that are related to other topics or subtopics concerning or mentioning similar issues. DHA also focuses on field of action indicating the social reality as a frame of a certain discourse (Reisigl & Wodak, 2017).

The category of discourse is divided into 5 subcategories, which are established to examine the choice of words and naming, predication; i.e. feature attribution, argumentation and justification of a word selection, perspectivisation and intensification or mitigation of a certain matter. Naming refers to how analysed people, objects, processes or situations are named or labelled in a certain text. Predication takes into consideration, what characteristics are attributed to analysed people, objects, processes or situations. Argumentation focuses on arguments used to support the choice of words to describe analysed people, objects, processes or situations. Perspectivisation describes the author’s position towards analysed people, objects, processes or situations, and if the author expresses any involvement et cetera. Mitigation and intensification observe, if the language utilization is overly expressive, intensified or, on the other hand, mitigates, neutralizes or even underestimates the seriousness of text (Reisigl, 2017).

DHA focuses mainly on historical context, i.e. how texts are related to past. There are three ways of how to approach context, each of them proceeds the analysed text a bit differently. The first approach basically compares the texts from present to past, e.g. identifying any occurrence of recontextualization. The second approach focuses on the historical interrelationships of texts within a certain period of time. The third approach contains the critical analysis of social actors as politicians, public figures or writers, in our case journalists, and their attitude to the matter of concern, the analysed text (Reisigl, 2017).
In the following analysis, categorization of the examined word categories *pravdoláskář, havlista* and *havloid* will help to find the definitions and discourses these expressions carry.
4 Practical Part

The practical part of my thesis focuses on critical discourse analysis of the selected expressions concerning the values, beliefs and attitudes related to the name and character of Václav Havel. For the analysis, I have chosen three expressions, which also work as word categories. As shown in previous research, they carry more than just a word meaning, but also values, labels and approaches towards society; they can be used to categorize people into groups and determine possible judgmental incentives (Jayyusi, 2013).

My aim is to investigate to what extent the public usage of these word categories pravdoláskař, havlista and havloid changed throughout the last ten years, 2010 – 2020. Furthermore, I focus on finding patterns of how the categories are being used and in which contexts. One of my other major concerns is to find the definitions and descriptions, which are being used to categorize these expressions and people that are being marked with the examined labels. Regarding the media, I will describe and elucidate, what are the aspects, attributes and features of being a pravdoláskař, havlista and havloid, and also what being labelled by one these expressions represents.

Another phenomenon, I will follow within the analysis, is the discourse surrounding the examined expressions. It is necessary to know the context in which the analysed categories are being used.

My interest is focused on news media, which are, as mentioned previously in the theoretical part, shaping the social discourse and presenting their readers the news, they want them to consider and accept. Therefore, I expect that the news media can be one of the optimal sources to use for mapping and describing changes in political and social discourse formed around the analysed word categories pravdoláskař, havlista and havloid.

Using the critical discourse analysis approach, I am going to focus on the pejorative meaning, which is usually socially related to these word categories and can also carry a certain kind of stigmatization in society. I will pay particular attention to a possible change of the meaning of analysed expressions, which could throughout the years evolve and distinguish from the original pejorative sense, for instance by its carriers; people labelled with the selected expressions. By differentiating from the original sense, I mean a possibility of the meaning transformation by its carriers, who have been presenting the labels as a part of their own identity. Therefore, the stigmatized people have accepted the
label as a demonstrative feature, which defines their selves. With regard to the labelling theory and the theory of reappropriation of stigmatizing labels, the analysis could show us the effect of behaving as being labelled, i.e. self-labelling (Galinsky, Wang, Whitson, Anicich, Hugenberg & Bodenhausen, 2013).

Further, I will describe the analysis procedure and how I approached the examination of word categories pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid usage within the selected Czech news media.

4.1 Occurrence of pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid in the Czech news media

With regard to the possibility of analysing the news articles via internet, I have decided to focus on the online versions of journals mentioned above. The online texts and articles are accessible more easily, and the range of topics is wider than in the printed press. To find the articles containing the observed word expressions, I visited each online server’s search engine and started exploring the word categories I wanted to examine. I looked for each expression separately using journal search engines, which presented all the available texts including or using the word expressions of pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid.

Table 1: Occurrence of the analysed word categories within the selected news media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>iHNed.cz</th>
<th>Blesk.cz</th>
<th>iDNES.cz</th>
<th>In Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pravdoláškař</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havlista</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havloid</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>22</strong></td>
<td><strong>17</strong></td>
<td><strong>30</strong></td>
<td><strong>69</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Altogether, in all three journals, there have been 69 references to articles, commentaries, interviews and other types of texts identified with at least one of the selected word expressions pravdoláškař, havlista or havloid. Most of the articles containing one of these expressions were found in iDNES.cz, it was exactly 30 references to texts including any of the analysed word expressions; 24 news articles and 6 interviews. The second one with most frequent usage was iHNed.cz, which presented
altogether 22 references to texts containing the expressions; 9 commentaries, 2 interviews and 11 news articles. *Blesk.cz* referenced the analysed word expressions in 17 texts in total; 11 news articles, 1 commentary and 5 interviews.

It has been shown that the category *pravdoláskar* was the most frequently used in all of the selected news media. This expression was involved in 37 texts; 17 times in *iHned.cz*, 7 times in *Blesk.cz* and 13 times in *iDNES.cz*. *Havlista* was mentioned 20 times altogether; 3 times in *iH Ned.cz*, 7 times in the tabloid *Blesk* and 10 times in *iDNES.cz*.

The word category *havloid* was represented 2 times in *iHN ed.cz*, 3 times in *Blesk.cz* and appeared 7 times in *iDNES.cz*, which is 12 times in total. That makes this category the least common out of the three examined word expressions. Afterwards, in each journal examination, I have sorted all the available texts chronologically, so I could see the time range of the expression usage and also compare it to the period of time I focus on in my analysis. All the texts approached in the journals were published within the time period from 2010 to 2020.

*Table 2: The first year of occurrence of “pravdoláskař”, “havlista” and “havloid” within the selected news media*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><em>iHN ed.cz</em></th>
<th><em>Blesk.cz</em></th>
<th><em>iDNES.cz</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pravdoláskař</strong></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Havlista</strong></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Havloid</strong></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*iHN ed.cz* mentioned the expression *pravdoláskař* for the first time in 2011, *havlista* in 2012 and *havloid* was firstly used in 2017. *iDNES.cz* used the expressions *pravdoláskař* and *havlista* for the first time already during the year 2010, *havloid* was applied in the texts a bit later, in 2015. *Blesk.cz* referenced to *pravdoláskař* firstly in 2012, *havlista* was used subsequently in 2014 and *havloid* was mentioned in 2015 for the first time. The chronological order of texts using the word expressions shows us that the examined news media encountered the expression *havloid* at the latest. On the other hand, *Pravdoláskar* seems as not only the most used expression, but also the earliest one to be used in the selected news media and its discourse.
4.2 Categorization of pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid

Applying the method of discourse historical approach, one of the main concepts of critical discourse analysis, I analysed the texts of selected Czech news media to find the definition, meaning and discourse carried with each examined expression. I have considered all the 69 accessible texts in my analysis.

Using the categories of discourse, I have divided each of the accessible texts into 5 categories and 2 subcategories. The category of naming refers to the analysed word expressions; pravdoláškař, havlista or havloid. The next category of predications is divided into two subcategories of abstract links to some values and beliefs, and specific links to certain people, places or assemblies etc. Argumentation was supporting the used adjectives and other expressions to describe the examined word categories in the texts. Perspectivisation and intensification or mitigation were not represented in every text. These categories have subjective value; therefore, the author is very specific in his texts or quoting very strong and emotional citations.

Categorization using the DHA serves to divide the analysed word expressions into categories to see the attributes and features they carry in their definitions.

4.3 Definitions of the analysed word categories

Within the following section, I will describe the analysed word expressions pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid according to the accessible texts of the Czech news media Blesk.cz, iHNed.cz and iDNES.cz.

The analysis has shown that all of the three examined expressions are in many cases related to similar or even same themes, topics and values. The expressions pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid are also quoted as synonyms or carrying the same attributes and meanings, some people use them as equal expressions.

I am expecting these expressions to be not only related to the name of Václav Havel, but also to the values he represented and to the values that were associated also to the events of The Velvet Revolution, a democratic transformation in 1989.

4.3.1 Havlista

The analysis has shown that havlista is mainly used in the analysed texts by people, who are being quoted in the texts, therefore, not initially by the author of the text. According to the texts using the expression, havlista is a representative and supporters of
Václav Havel's values, seeks for moral values, supports democracy, solidarity, liberty and believes that material values are less important than the ones mentioned above. The definition of havlista also carries some attributes linked to specific people, places or ideologies. For instance, Igor Fait, a Czech millionaire, says in the interview for iHNed.cz that he considers himself as havlista as he "likes democracy and liberty and he has always wanted Karel Schwarzenberg to be elected as the president⁶, he tolerates immigrants⁷, he prefers pro-western and pro-Europe orientation, however not orientation towards China or Russia" (Křeč, 2017)⁸. There are also other specific links to politicians such as Emmanuel Macron or Angela Merkel (Křeč, 2017), who are in general considered as EU supportive.

Havlista is also in some texts meant to be a critic of the Havel's political and ideological opponent Václav Klaus, who is “hated by the supporters of Václav Havel” (Martínek, 2015)⁹. Václav Klaus associated havlists with one of the Czech political parties, TOP 09¹⁰, and also to a Czech movement protesting against the current government, Milion chvilek pro demokracii, and criticized them for “spreading disillusions” (Zázvorka, 2019)¹¹.

People labelled as havlists are usually strongly criticized by their opponents, who disagree with pro-European and pro-western politics. The opponents usually emerge within the Czech political environment, representing extremist, nationalist, anti-immigration and Eurosceptic attitudes. When describing havlists, some of the nationalist Czech politicians and controversial public figures as for instance Tomio Okamura, Petr Hájek and Jiří Vyvadil use intensifying expressions as half-fascists, fascistic havlists, new

---

⁶ Karel Schwarzenberg, a close friend and co-worker of Václav Havel, a Czech politician, a former minister of foreign affairs and a former member of the Czech senate, co-founder of a Czech political party TOP 09, was running for a president in 2013 against Miloš Zeman, unsuccessfully. (Wikipedia, 2020)
⁷ Linking to the migrant wave/crisis as a reaction to the Syrian war, refugees coming to Europe, mainly from 2014 to 2016, (BBC, 2016). The Czech discussion and the Czech government had a negative attitude against refugees coming to the Czech Republic, in general, for instance see (The Guardian, 2018).
⁹ Commentary by Dalibor Martinek for iHNed.cz about Václav Klaus. Quoted: „Obdivovatelé Václava Havla Klausa prostě nenávidí. A jeden nemusí být "havlista", aby mu Klausova kritika již zesnulého předchůdce v čele státu přišla nemistná.”
¹⁰ TOP 09 is a Czech liberal-conservative party founded by Karel Schwarzenberg and Miroslav Kalousek
¹¹ Interview with Václav Klaus for iDNES.cz, interview by Jan Zázvorka. Quoted: „Havlisti a milionkaři chvilek a topkaři vytvářejí deziluzi,” uvedl. (iDNES.cz, 2019)
age Bolsheviks\textsuperscript{12}, fanatics, pro-Brussels, multiculturalists\textsuperscript{13} and associate the expression havlista with some of the Czech liberal journalists as Jindřich Šídlo or Saša Uhlová. Another Czech politician, Ivo Strejček has described havlism as “its own system of values and beliefs, which tries to change people” (Šimáček, 2016)\textsuperscript{14}. Havlista is also related to pravdoláskar in a Blesk.cz article, where a politician Petr Bystron\textsuperscript{15} also links the expression to the Czech politician Karel Schwarzenberg and another analysed expression pravdoláskar. Bystron argues their attitudes\textsuperscript{16} are “moralistic and their vision is being far from what is real” (Blesk.cz, 2016)\textsuperscript{17}.

iDNES.cz informs its readers in 2018 about a comedy play, which is called Zku****í havlisti, translated as Fuc***g Havlists, about Czech politics discussed by three men in a sauna\textsuperscript{18}

A good example of non-critical approach to the expression havlista is shared in the journal iDNES.cz by a Czech dissident Vladimír Líbal, who answered if he labelled himself as havlista: “I am not sure, if I could label myself as havlista, I do not like labels. Hopefully, I do not spread disillusions\textsuperscript{19}. However, the character of Václav Havel is closer to me than any other politician. Václav Havel is associated to the ethos of 1989, ethos of freedom, democracy, legal state, justice, also mutual solidarity, respect to diversity and otherness, freedom of individual creativity, responsibility for one’s own life, politeness, virtue and the possibility of having a dignified and decent life in freedom. That is not possible without all the attributes mentioned above” (Nedvěd, 2019)\textsuperscript{20}.

\textsuperscript{12}Article for iDNES.cz, Petr Hájek labelling the supporters of Václav Havel as Bolsheviks, who manipulate the media and happenings in the Czech Republic. Quoted: Hájek přirovnával stoupence Václava Havla k novodobým bolševikům, kteří podle něj ovládají dění a média v České republice. (iDNES.cz, 2015)
\textsuperscript{13}Article for Blesk.cz by Jaroslav Šimáček about Tomio Okamura facing racism. Quoted: „Po více než 20 letech po sametové revoluci se tam najednou musím bát chodit, protože jsem častován různými havlisty, multikulturalisty, pravdoláskaři různými rasistickými a xenofobními narážkami“ (Šimáček, 2017)
\textsuperscript{14}Article for Blesk.cz by Jaroslav Šimáček, about the members of the Czech political party ODS, who talked about its evolution. Ivo Strejček, a member of ODS, quoted: „Havlismus nikdy o změnu systému nějak moc nestál, naopak o změnu člověka vždy toužil pochopitelně podle vlastního systému hodnot“ and
\textsuperscript{15}The leader of a german right-wing political party AfD (Alternative für Deutschland) with Czech origins, a critic of the migrant crisis policy, critic of truth-lovers, havlists etc. (Týden, 2015)
\textsuperscript{16}The attitudes of havlista and pravdoláskar
\textsuperscript{17}Article about Petr Bystron reacting to quotes of Karel Schwarzenberg in Blesk.cz. Quoted: Schwarzenberg má takový ten havlistický pohled, to je přesně havlistická pravdoláska. A ty postoje těch havlistů, pravdolásky a to teď je generálně, to jsou vždycky moralistické pohledy na věc, to nemá se skutečnosti nebo s realitou téměř nic společného. Ti lidé vždycky posuzují svět podle svých subjektivních, morálních kritérií.“ (Blesk.cz, 2016)
\textsuperscript{18}Article for iDNES.cz about a comedy play Zku****í havlisti, (Šťástka, 2018)
\textsuperscript{19}Reaction to the quote of Václav Klaus that havlists spread disillusions
\textsuperscript{20}Interview with a dissident Vladimír Líbal for iDNES.cz, interview by Jaroslav Nedvěd. Quoted: Právě „Václav Klaus nedávno prohlásil, že havlisti dnes šíří ve společnosti deziluzi. Jste havlista?“ „Nevím, jestli bych se tak označil, nemám rád nálepky, a doufám, že žádnou deziluzi nešířím, ale osobnost Václava Havla je mi bližší než jiní politici. Jeho mám nejvíce spojeného s étosem listopadu 1989. Tím étosem podle mě
Havlists also defend the politics and attitudes of Václav Havel, which are being criticized by his opponents: “We have a different age, age of globalization, information and the wave of refugees. Havel has nothing to do with these happenings. And I would not even blame him for people’s expectations being accomplished or for him not punishing the crimes and felonies of communism. That is a concern of political parties, parliament and political will to deal with the communist era, not a concern of a president” (Šimáček, 2016).

4.3.2 Havloid

According to the data, the word expression havloid is the youngest and less common word category from my selection. The analysis reveals again that havloid is linked to the beliefs and values of Václav Havel, the events of 1989, moral values, liberty and solidarity. Havloids are also associated with other nomenclatures carrying the same sense and notion, word expressions such as analysed pravdoláskař or sluníčkář and expressions relating to pro-European attitudes and tolerating or supporting refugees coming to Europe, such as vítač, someone, who welcomes refugees. Regarding the article from iDNES.cz about these neologisms being a part of the Czech internet discussion, all of the expressions are considered by linguists as pejorative labels of people, who excessively promote the values of solidarity and other moral values mentioned previously.
A more excessive example of negative usage of *havloid* is shown in the title of an interview with a Czech actor Jiří Maryško, who was also insulted by his internet opponents as a *Jew-fascist, illuminate, homosexual, circumcised and on drugs*. Although, there is no other mention of *havloid* during the interview and no further context known (e.g. we cannot tell if the internet discussion was actually associating *havloid* with the other mentioned expressions), the interview title for *iDNES.cz* related *havloid* to other very negative and insulting expressions.

Czech public figures supporting and promoting the legacy of Václav Havel consider him as a symbol of virtue with an ethical and moral dimension that was significant for the democratic transformation in 1989, however they realize the that the expression *havloid* or *pravdoláškař* and *sluníčkář* have some pejorative notions. A famous Czech actor, playwright, filmmaker and musician Zdeněk Svěrák has been known for supporting Havel’s thoughts. While he was remembering the events of 1989, he complained about the Czech “democracy being ill, that *pravdoláškař* is an insult these days, that he is considered as one of them and that a new nomenclature has been developed for Havel, *havloid*, therefore, he still is with us” (Kučerová, 2019).

Some politicians consider themselves as *havloids*, for example one of the new vice-presidents (2020) of the Czech Civic Democratic Party (ODS) Alexandr Vondra labels himself as *havloid*. Vondra says, he wants to protect the values, liberty and rights that were gained in 1989. He, as *havloid*, also does not agree and criticizes the communists active during the previous regime and now are also active in the current Czech politics.

---

24 Interview with Jiří Maryško for *iDNES.cz*. Interviewed by Vladimír Mayer. Quoted: „Od oponentů se na internetu dočkal pojmenování homosexuál, iluminát, havloid, židofašista či obřezanec a osočení, že je na drogách.“ (Mayer, 2015)

25 Article for *iDNES.cz* about the conference on The Velvet Revolution anniversary by Tereza Kučerová. President of the Czech Constitutional Court, Pavel Rychetský quoted: „Václav Havel pro mě znamená mravnost,” vzpomínal v úvodu svého projevu Pavel Rychetský, předseda Ústavního soudu, na Václava Havla a jeho etický a morální rozměr, který byl důležitou součástí přerodu společnosti před třiceti lety. „V mojí zemi se odkaz Havla obrací v opak. Slova jako havloid, sluníčkář či pravdoláškař nezasklívají svůj pejorativní náboj,” pokračoval. (Kučerová, 2019)


27 The Czech politician Alexandr Vondra is considered and considers himself as *pravdoláškař* and *havloid*. He is also closely related to Václav Havel, events of 1989 and the movement Charta 77. He was the spokesman of Charta 77 in 1989 and after he worked as Havel’s political advisor. (ODS, 2020)

28 See articles of *iDNES.cz*, or Blesk.cz or iHNed.cz talking about Vondra being elected as a member of the new executives of ODS and labelling himself as *havloid*. Quoted i.e.: Vondra uvedl, že se jako "Havloid" hlási do služby. "Pokud dostanu důvěru, zkusím nezklatat," uvedl. Slibil nekompromisní obranu svobod, práv a hodnot, které si Češi vybojovali v roce 1989. "Dnes, 30 let poté, jsou tyto svobody znovu..."
Another Czech politician, Pavel Novotný, also labels himself *havloid* and determines himself from the nationalist and anti-EU politician, Václav Klaus junior.

In commentary on *iHNed.cz* by Petr Honzejk talking about the seriousness of *fake news* trend, he describes a person, who would share *fake news* and would negatively label his opponents saying that these types of news are distorted and untruthful as *havloids*. Honzejk claims that according to people, who would share *fake news, havloids are pseudo-humanists* and they should “wake up” (Honzejk, 2017).

4.3.3 *Pravdoláskař*

Within the description of *pravdoláskař*, I will be also using its possible English translation *truth-lover*, equally. I have decided to use both versions given the possibility of translation and due to easier word composition within the text.

The word category *pravdoláskař* is a composition of Czech expressions for *truth* and *love*. The composition also reflects in the actual meaning of this word category. The meaning of *pravdoláskař* is a bit more complex because its meaning does not only consider the name of Václav Havel, but also a broad range created by its inclusion of values such as *truth* and *love*. Except for these values, which were claimed by Václav Havel as prevailing over *lies* and *hatred*, *pravdoláskař* also seeks for justice, harmony, humanism and humanity, solidarity, sophistication, morality and willingness to help. The analysis shows that *pravdoláskař* is considered as a synonym of another expression used in the Czech discourse, *sluníčkář* (*sunny boy*), which is usually related to people accepting and supporting immigrants searching for asylum in Europe. *Pravdoláskař* has also gained

olenětovány a tyto svobody relativizovány," varoval. Ostře kritizoval vládní zmocněnkyni pro lidská práva Helenu Válkovou (za ANO) za způsob její obhajoby v kauze společného článku s komunistickým prokurátorom Josealem Urválkem. (Frouzová & Leinert for iHNed.cz, 2020)

29 Interview on iDNES.cz with Pavel Novotný, a mayor for Prague-Řeporyje, talking about his view on Václav Klaus jr. Quoted: „S juniorem se neshodnu prakticky v ničem, jsem jeho pravý opak. Jsem proevropský, jsem vítač, jsem havloid.“ (Kolář, 2019)

30 Son of the Czech politician Václav Klaus, a former member of ODS (excluded from ODS), a founder of an Eurosceptical and nationalist political movement, TRIKOLORA. (iDNES.cz, 2019)

31 Commentary by Petr Honzejk for iHNed.cz about *fake news*. Quoted: Jeden z mých spolužáků z pedagogické fakulty mi pravidelně posílá texty ze serveru Aeronet a odkazy na neozdrojované informace z diskusí pod články na nejrůznějších webech. “Amerika se pokouší v Evropě rozpoutat třetí světovou,” objasnil mi na základě jednoho z takových textů. Vysvětlování, že jeho zdroje informací jsou mírně řečeno obskurní, nemá smysl. Má předem jasno, kdo zpochybňuje jeho zdroje, je “havloid” a “pseudo-humanista” a měl by se probrat.
another association with people, who are overly supportive of European Union, Eurohujer\textsuperscript{32}, a Czech slang, pejorative and insulting expression labelling Europhiles. In response to that, authors, who consider themselves as pravdoláškař, are defining themselves against Europhobia. As we can see in the following example, the journalist Petr Honzejk mocks people opposing the European Union by highlighting the word “REC-OM-MEN-DA-TION” to let Europhobics know that it the mentioned recommendation is just a recommendation (Honzejk, 2013)\textsuperscript{33}.

Blesk.cz used the expression pravdoláškař as an attribute to describe the willingness and kindness of Arnold Schwarzenegger, “who is, as all Californians, a green truth-lover that has been supporting handicapped athletes, rides a bike or has been fighting against global warming” (Blesk.cz, 2017)\textsuperscript{34}. Another case occurred on iDNES.cz with a similar usage of pravdoláškař was within the context of a film review written on a trilogy about Jan Hus\textsuperscript{35}, who was labelled as pravdoláškař in the text\textsuperscript{36}.

An interview for iHNed.cz, the interviewer Martin Biben asks a former minister of justice, Robert Pelikán (2017), also considered as pravdoláškař: “Is Andrej Babiš\textsuperscript{37} bringing you up to say after that ANO is not just a heartless and pragmatic movement, they have Pelikán after all?”, whilst Pelikán replies: “I am not the only one, there is many people sharing the values of humanism and culturalism” (Biben, 2017)\textsuperscript{38}. This part of the interview shows that pravdoláškař also pays attention to feelings, emotions and other intangible assets as it is considered as a component of humanism.

It could be for its long existence, familiarity and complexity that pravdoláškař is frequently used within the Czech social, political and media discourse. Apparently, from the analysed texts, commentaries on iHNed.cz by Czech journalists as Miroslav Hošek or Jindřich Šídlo are a good example of truth-lovers standing by their label and striking back

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{32} The -hujer in Eurohujer is a link to a character from a famous Czech movie Marečku, podejte mi pero!, in English Marecek, Pass Me the Penn! The character of Mr. Hujer is obtrusive and annoying.
\item \textsuperscript{33} Commentary of Petr Honzejk for iHNed.cz. Quoted: „Jde o doporučení (pro eurofoby: DO-PO-ŘE-ČE-NÍ) Evropské komise, …“ (Honzejk, 2013)
\item \textsuperscript{34} Article on Blesk.cz about the 70th birthday of Arnold Schwarzenegger. Quoted: „…Arnold je jako všichni Kaliforňané tak trochu zelený pravdoláskař – podporuje handicapované sportovce, jezdí na kole či bojuje proti globálnímu oteplování.” (Blesk.cz, 2017)
\item \textsuperscript{35} Famous Czech philosopher and church reformer, burned in 1415 in Konstanz. (People’s World, 2015)
\item \textsuperscript{36} Film review on a trilogy about Jan Hus for iDNES.cz. Quoted: „pravdoláškař” Hus svou zarytostí nakonec zdržuje oba tábory…” (Spáčilová, 2015)
\item \textsuperscript{37} Current Czech Prime Minister, president and leader of the political movement ANO (leading political movement in the last Czech elections)
\item \textsuperscript{38} Interview by Martin Biben for iHNed.cz with Robert Pelikán. Biben quoted: „O vás se říká, že jste jediný takzvaný pravdoláškař v ANO. Není to tak, že si vás Andrej Babiš v té roli tak trochu pěstuje, aby mohl říci, že ANO není pouze pragmatické, bezcitné, vždyť má přece Pelikána?” (Biben, 2017)
\end{itemize}
as the reaction to being labelled such way. Jindřich Šídlo, has written a sarcastic commentary on him being labelled by a Czech extremist nationalist politician Adam B. Bartoš as “elite pravdoláskar, however, he still has not been added to this “list” of truth-lovers, how come?” (Šídlo, 2012).

Truth-lovers also define themselves not only by refusing the ideas the former Czech president Václav Klaus, but also by their criticism of the current Czech president Miloš Zeman. For instance, Šídlo discusses in his texts for iHNed.cz the expression pražská kavárna, translated to English as Prague café, which is a nomenclature initiated by the current Czech president Miloš Zeman. According to Šídlo (in 2015), Prague café is a similar and even more popular version of pravdoláskar. This pejorative label reflects the aim of Miloš Zeman to divide society and insult his opponents, who “just have enough time to sit around in these Prague cafés and complain about politics etc.” (openDemocracy, 2015). Šídlo also claims that Zeman labelled everyone, who voted for Karel Schwarzenberg in the presidential elections in 2013 as members of pražská kavárna (e.g. Prague café); Zeman considers everyone, who does not vote for him, as an opponent.

Truth-lovers, as we can call them in English, are linked by their opponents to pseudo-humanism, naivety, exaggerated idealism. The expression is considered as an insult in some social groups and can carry a pejorative or even vulgar meaning, as it is stated in an interview with president’s spokesman Jiří Ovčáček for iDNES.cz. The author quotes a Czech extremist and nationalist activist Martin Konvička: “Martin Konvička

---

39 Czech liberal journalist, political analyst, known for his sarcastic commentaries and satires on the Czech social and political discourse. (see Borufka, 2012)
40 Commentary by Jindřich Šídlo for iHNed.cz, a request for being added to a list of truth-lovers. Quoted: „Nedávno jsem si o sobě u stejného autora hrdě přečetl, že jsem "elitní pravdoláskar", a na seznam to nestačí?!” (Šídlo, 2012)
41 Miloš Zeman, a current Czech president, was elected in 2013 after beating Karel Schwarzenberg, then he won again the second election period in 2018 beating another presidential candidate, Jiří Drahoš. Zeman is controversial for his insulting quotes about his opponents and people, who disagree with his ideas. According to surveys, Zeman divides the Czech society and pits people against each other. (iROZHLAS.cz, 2019)
42 Commentary of Jindřich Šídlo for iHNed.cz talking about pražská kavárna as a new word to play with in the Czech discourse. Quoted: „Označení je to tak chytlavé, že už skoro vytlačilo oblíbený termín “pravdoláskar”...“ (Šídlo, 2015)
43 See more in the article The Prague Café: a brief incursion into Czech presidential discourse. (openDemocracy, 2015)
44 Well-known for his anti-islamic activism, co-founder of the anti-islamic nationalist movement „Islám v ČR nechceme”, translated as „We do not want Islam in the Czech Republic”. (Feurebauer for iDNES.cz, 2016)
labelled his opinion opponents as d**ks, goodness-shit**rs, truth-lovers and idiots” (Wirnitzner, 2015).

Some journalists and articles use the expression pravdoláškař without complementing it by any other adjectives, i.e.: “my Facebook friend, pravdoláškař and mathematician”47, pravdoláškař Tomáš Klus48, pravdoláškař Alexandr Vondra. It seems that the expression is probably very familiar to anyone reading the article, therefore, there is no need to attach attributes and no need to further explain the meaning of pravdoláškař. Also, in the case of Tomáš Klus, there is a specific link related to this musician as he has been promoting the ideas of truth and love as important for having a harmony in society. Pravdoláškař supports these ideas and refuses living in lies, hatred and violence.

Another interesting phenomenon is the occurrence of self-labelling as truth-lover beyond the grave50, in the case of a Czech businessman Jan Barta, or the typical truth-lover51, in the case of Tereza Ramba, who adds that when she feels her civic duty, she tries to support the good and true side. Therefore, pravdoláškař is understood as being compliant to our civic duties.

45 Free translation of the czech vulgar expression dobrosery
46 Interview with president’s spokesmen, Jiří Ovčáček, for iDNES.cz. Interviewer Jan Wirnitzer quoted: „…Martina Konvičky, který své názorové odpůrce jen v posledních dnech označil – cituji – za naprosté šulíny, dobrosery, pravdoláškaře a idioty?” (Wirtziner, 2015)
47 Commentary of Petr Honjejk for iHNed.cz. Quoted: „…napsal mi facebookový přítel, pravdoláškař a matematik.“ (Honjejk, 2013)
48 Interview with a Czech musician Tomáš Klus for Blesk.cz, who is considered as pravdoláškař. (Blesk.cz, 2019)
49 See article for iDNES.cz by Martin Jíroušek quoting a Czech musician and actor Jiří Zahuta: „Jsem takzvaný pravdoláškař, a když se tomu někdo vysmívá, tak mu řeknu jedině: A ty vyznáváš co? Lež a násilí? Až pak si totiž lidé uvědomí, co vlastně říkají.“
50 See article for iHNed.cz about a Czech businessman Jan Barta, who was a political candidate for communal elections in 2014, labelled himself as a truth-lover beyond the grave with his campaign. Quoted: V roce 2014 dokonce kandidoval za zelené v krajských volbách s poněkud odvážným heslem "Pravdoláškař až za hrob". (Šenk & Biben, 2016)
51 Czech Actress Tereza Ramba labels herself as the typical truth-lover in an interview for iDNES.cz. (Zavřelová, 2020)
4.3.4 Similarities and major features

The following table was created to summarize the main attributes that occurred during the analysis as repetitive in relation to the examined expressions pravdoláskar, havlista and havloid. I have observed the recurrence of features such as:

- Being associated with the values Václav Havel has promoted; truth, love, justice, peace, democracy, solidarity
- Relating to the ethos of 1989, the democratic transformation from the previous totalitarian communist regime
- Willingness to help and accept refugees during the migrant crisis
- Criticism of the current president, Miloš Zeman
- Criticism of the former president and Havel’s rival, Václav Klaus
- Supporting the previous presidential candidate and politician, Karel Schwarzenberg
- “Fighting” fake news
- Supporting EU and pro-western ideologies
- Defining themselves explicitly against the politics of China and Russia
- Pejorative label (in some contexts)
- Being insulted by their opponents
- Being compared to other twisted and pejorative nomenclatures
- Self-labelling
Table 3: Major features of the analysed expressions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pravdoláskář</th>
<th>Havlista</th>
<th>Havloid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Václav Havel's values</td>
<td></td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethos of 1989</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td></td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idealism</td>
<td></td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingness to help refugees</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticism of Zeman</td>
<td></td>
<td>▪</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticism of Klaus</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against fake news</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU supportive</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against China or Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td>▪</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pejorative label</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulted from opponents</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compared to other labels</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-labelling</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table above shows that the word categories pravdoláskář, havlista and havloid share in most of the cases the same attributes. Havloid and havlista carry the majority of attributes, except for the explicit criticism of Chinese or Russian politics, which has not explicitly occurred in the texts including the word expression havloid. Pravdoláskář differs itself from the other two expressions by the visible criticism of the current Czech president Miloš Zeman. Further discussion of the analysis findings will continue within the next section.
4.4 Discussion

The discussion focuses on the data interpretation with application of the analysis findings and the explained theory. First of all, it is important to emphasize that the news media are selected and cannot cover the whole media discourse including the analysed word expressions. Even though, I have selected three well-known Czech media, I cannot say they fully represent the Czech social, political and media discourse. Another important point to mention is that some of the attributes have occurred within a few texts, which does not mean the whole selection of 69 texts contained the same features to describe pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid. However, if there is even one mention of the specific attribute related to the certain word category, it is of the same significance because it is somehow linked to the analysed expression. The purpose of my thesis is to find attributes of the selected word expressions, therefore, include all the noted attributes, features, specific or abstract links, contexts, backgrounds and situations.

The analysis demonstrates that the examined expressions of pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid are used in texts concerned with similar information and carrying resembling messages for their readers. In most of the cases, the analysis has demonstrated that these words appear mainly within the Czech political discourse, about which the selected media inform their readers and audiences. The selected word expressions are even used in the texts as synonyms, as we can observe in the texts mentioned previously. As we could notice in the previous section, most of the major attributes are related to all three expressions examined. We could say that the three selected expressions are considered as synonyms in majority of the cases. However, there is an interesting phenomenon showing that only pravdoláškař was explicitly associated with the criticism of the current president Miloš Zeman. With regard to this attribute, we can say that Zeman is probably not directly related to havlista and havloid, hence, the character of Václav Havel. Other than that, except for havlista, the texts including expressions of pravdoláškař and havloid do not explicitly mention any association of these words to the criticism of the politics China and Russia promote. The options of finding some other evidence proving the occurrence of this specific attribute are not eliminated. However, it would need a further examination in the future focusing on different kinds of news media.

During the analysis, I have learned that there are some specific texts giving the expressions another range of understanding. For instance, pravdoláškař was associated
with a historical character of the church reformer Jan Hus, or the expression havlista was used as part of a comedy play name.

One of the thesis’ goals was to find if there was any shift in meaning of the analysed expressions throughout the past decade. The possible changes of meaning can be seen within the contemporary historical events. Within the shift in the definitions of pravdoláskar, havlista and havloid, we can observe the process of recontextualization, where there are new attributes and situational features attached to the existing definitions of the analysed expressions based on the current context in which the attributes are being used. The convincing and valid examples are linked to the migrant crisis and associated with concerning the presidential elections in 2013, when Miloš Zeman won the first of his elections in the second round against Karel Schwarzenberg. All the expressions have been related to the name of Karel Schwarzenberg. The interesting phenomenon is that there are no associations of pravdoláskar, havlista or havloid concerned with the subsequent presidential elections in 2018 and with the other opponent of Miloš Zeman, Jiří Drahoš. We can just guess from the data, if the opponent Jiří Drahoš was not considered to be significant enough to label him in the news media, or if it was just a coincidence that he was not associated with pravdoláskar, havlista or havloid in the accessible analysed texts. Other than that, the main attributes of the analysed expressions remain generally the same within the last 10 years.

When comparing the selected news media themselves, it is apparent that iHNed.cz published more commentaries than iDNES.cz or Blesk.cz. iHNed.cz is arranged to give more space to its publishers and journalists to express their thoughts and findings about certain situations happening within the Czech social and political discourse. However, it is a presentation with a subjective perspectivisation of the authors themselves.

The expressions pravdoláskar, havlista and havloid have occurred mostly in iDNES.cz. The question that arises is, if iDNES.cz just informs its audience with a wide range of news, or if there are actually some other intentions to use the labelling expressions pravdoláskar, havlista and havloid on purpose to attract more people. More emotional texts using stronger expressions are more attractive for their audiences. That is for example, how tabloids as Blesk.cz proceed to gain attention of the audience. According to the theory of tabloidization, there are mechanisms to transform rationalist discourses into sensationalist discourses, such as using the language of “everyday speech” or using “intensifying lexis” (Connell, 1998, p. 13). A good example could be the author’s
introduction into an interview with the Czech actor Jiří Maryško on iDNES.cz. The brief introduction mentions *havloid* as one of the insults Maryško got from his opponents on the internet. However, the author puts *havloid* on the same level with the more vulgar insults such as *circumcised* or *on drugs*. Even if the choice of words was just a list of insults of Maryško by his opponents, it can affect readers to relate the other vulgar expressions as features to the meaning of *havloid*.

The tendencies in description of the word category *havlista* are divided into two major streams; the definition of *havlista* by supporters of Václav Havel’s values and the definition of *havlista* by his opponents and critics. The attitude of the authors themselves is not that apparent in the accessible texts containing the word category *havlista*. The category of *intensification* is especially visible in the articles and interviews quoting the opponents of Václav Havel. It could relate to their more extremist and nationalist points of view or some needs to intensify their speech to get more attention and to support their position within the social and political discourse. In the case of *havlista*, there was no particular difference of author’s approach in different types of the analysed texts such as articles, commentaries and interviews. The commentaries were neutral and seemed more likely as a description of a matter or a situation. iHNed.cz has not written much about the more extreme politicians using the expression *havlista* in negative connotations. Articles and interviews focusing on *havlista* are more likely to be found in iDNES.cz and Blesk.cz.

The expression *havloid* carries mostly same or similar attributes and features as the expression *havlista*. The expressions were used as synonyms in some cases and they are also associated with other expressions with having similar notions. *Havloid* and *pravdoláškař* occur in the same texts in some cases. Even though, *havloid* could seem as more insulting and negative, its occurrence in texts and in the Czech political discourse is not that frequent. One of the reasons could also be its recency. *Havloid* was not used in many texts that would intensify its meaning, except for one accessible example relating *havloid* to other insulting expressions as *Jew-fascist* or *circumcised*. A visible *perspectivization* of the author is shown in the commentary of Petr Honzejk for iHNed.cz, where the author positioned himself against the issue of fake news spreading. *Havloid* has also occurred as a self-label of people, who support the legacy of Václav Havel. According to the analysis, it appeared that the political and public opponents of Václav Havel do not really use this expression to label and insult Havel’s supporters. *Havloid* has also occurred
as a self-label of people, who support the legacy of Václav Havel. According to the analysis, it appeared that the political and publicly known opponents of Václav Havel do not really use this expression to label and insult Havel’s supporters. However, the news media texts consider havloid as an insult in general.

The discussion developed around the expression pravdoláškař seems to me as the most intensified. The authors of commentaries for iHNed.cz proudly position themselves as labelled truth-lovers, who actively oppose to politicians as Zeman, Klaus and others. We can see clearly the authors’ perspectivisation in the texts including pravdoláškař. The usage of pravdoláškař is the most frequent, more than 3 times more in the case of havloid and almost twice more in the case of havlista. The frequency of occurrence within the analysed texts could be explained as follows. The word itself does not directly refers to the name of Václav Havel, but it refers to much broader and more complex notions of truth and love. Therefore, people who are considered as truth-lovers do not have to be related to the name Václav Havel, as it is in the case of havlista and havloid, but pravdoláškař refers to more abstract values of truth and love. Otherwise, pravdoláškař can also be considered as a synonym to havlista and havloid, except for the “extra” criticism of Miloš Zeman, pravdoláškař carries the same attributes and is associated with the same or similar situational features, thus, the migrant crisis, ethos of 1989, links to Karel Schwarzenberg, promotion of the same values.

The results of my analysis have proven the occurrence of the labelling theory in case of all three expressions. The word categories pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid work as labels to describe people, who represent the values Václav Havel promoted, ethos of the events in 1989, pro-EU and pro-western orientations, criticism of extremism, violence, specific politicians and criticism of pro-Russian or pro-Chinese politics (explicitly in the case of havlista). We could also follow the expressions of stigmatization by labelling certain people as pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid. Comparison of pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid by their opponents to vulgar and negative insults has appeared in many texts quoting Czech politicians, who define themselves against people labelled as pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid. Some of the attacks describe pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid as exaggerated, overly idealistic, idiots, naïve, fascist, manipulative or intolerant and more. The opponents are usually quite extremist and nationalist; hence, their approach is understandable as it is a part of their militant overall presentation (Wintrobe, 2002). In all three cases, we can also apply the theory of reappropriation on
people, who are labelled as *pravdoláškař, havlista* and *havloid* and thereafter self-label themselves using these expressions to demonstrate their beliefs, values, preferences and social or political behaviour. It can be seen as a kind of self-defence as a reaction to their opponents, nonetheless, also as a kind of a show-off of to let other people know, in which values they believe and what to expect from their opinions.

The theories of media influence can be applied on the analysed texts, too. Apparently, the word categories *pravdoláškař, havlista* and *havloid* are popular within the Czech public discourse. Media could be using other descriptions of people considered as *pravdoláškař, havlista* and *havloid*, however, they continuously use these specific word expressions. Probably, because everyone can imagine what to expect from these expressions and what values to consider whilst reading a text containing one of the analysed word categories. The theory of framing can be applied precisely on the expressions *pravdoláškař, havlista* and *havloid*. Each of the expression is a possible frame of how to name people with certain beliefs and values.

The text analysis reveals that media continuously disseminate the examined and other similar word expressions within the texts they publish throughout the years. Even though, they might just quote some politics within an article, they definitely support the usage of *pravdoláškař, havlista* and *havloid* within the Czech political and social discourse.

For a broader expansion and deepening of the definitions, I would recommend looking at another types of media or internet discussions to further analyse, how the Czech public sphere perceives these expressions. For instance, the future analysis could focus on the current Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babiš, who has been a significant figure of the Czech political discourse for a few years now, however he has not been directly associated with the analysed word expressions, whether negatively or positively, within the selected news media.
5 Conclusion

The main goal of my thesis was to find, what the main attributes associated with the word expressions pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid are, what their definition is within the Czech social, political and media discourse and if there were any shifts in meaning throughout the past decade. I was also interested in certain manifestations of labelling, stigmatization and reappropriation. To define the selected word categories, I decided to focus on the Czech media discourse developed around the expressions. I was concerned with the theories of media approach to language and content, including the framing theory for example.

The analysed expressions pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid are related to the name of the former Czech president Václav Havel, who has been considered as a great symbol of The Velvet Revolution in 1989; the democratic transformation in Czechoslovakia from the previous communist regime. The expressions pravdoláškař, havlista and havloid have been a part of the public discourse in the Czech society for many years now. However, there has been no previous research paying attention to their meaning and definition within the Czech public discourse. The previous research of the selected word expressions considers them as pejorative labels of Václav Havel’s supporters; however, these word categories carry much more complex links in their definitions. Previous research principally analysed their linguistic composition or just applied the expressions within a certain phenomenon that was intended to be more profoundly examined.

To find the definition and meaning of the selected word categories, I have used the critical discourse analysis with its discourse historical approach to examine the word expressions in the well-known Czech news media Mladá fronta DNES, Hospodářské noviny and the tabloid Blesk. The selected news media were chosen to cover a wide range of Czech audience and also to represent different Czech media groups. The media used for my analysis have both printed and online versions. That is another benefit for a better audience coverage. The online versions also enabled me to look for the selected word categories in their online search engines, which helped me to arrange better the data of my analysis.

The discourse historical approach was used to categorize the accessible texts, so I could distinguish various attributes, situational features, specific and abstract links more easily.
The analysis of 69 accessible texts containing the word categories *pravdoláškař*, *havlista* and *havloid* has shown that there is a broad range of attributes these word categories carry. Regarding the analysis, I have noticed two main streams of possible definitions; the explanation of *pravdoláškař*, *havlista* and *havloid* by Václav Havel’s supporters and the explanation of *pravdoláškař*, *havlista* and *havloid* by his (political) opponents. Supporters of Havel are promoting the moral values Václav Havel was promoting and his opponents are basically criticising his supporters for being so naïve. The main problem I noticed is that these words are used to label and stigmatize people, who just have a certain point of view, believe in certain values or ideas, which are not meant to be bad from the essence of their meaning. Therefore, the labelling and stigmatization have been proved. The word expressions *pravdoláškař*, *havlista* and *havloid* have gained their negative and pejorative meaning from their opponents, who use these labels to insult them. Moreover, the analysis has shown that the process of reappropriation is present. People considered as *pravdoláškař*, *havlista* and *havloid* self-label themselves to define themselves against their opponents.

Media has also played a significant role. The analysis proves that the selected media constantly use these expressions to describe people with specific beliefs, values and ideas; in our case associated with the name and character of Václav Havel. The media might just quote the lines of Czech public figures, which used the expressions. However, the analysed media are continuously applying these labels, so they are still significant in the Czech dictionary and almost inseparable from the Czech public discourse.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Analysed media texts

7.1.1 iHNed.cz

7.1.1.1 Pravdoláskař


7.1.1.2 Havlista
7.1.1.3 Havloid

7.1.2 iDNES.cz

7.1.2.1 Pravdoláskař


7.1.2.2 Havlista


7.1.2.3 Havloid


7.1.3 Blesk.cz

7.1.3.1 Pravdoláskař


7.1.3.2 Havlista
7.1.3.3 Havloid


7.2 Tables

Table 1: Occurrence of the analysed word categories within the selected news media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>iHNed.cz</th>
<th>Blesk.cz</th>
<th>iDNES.cz</th>
<th>In Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pravdoláskař</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havlista</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havloid</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The first year of occurrence of “pravdoláskař”, “havlista” and “havloid” within the selected news media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>iHNed.cz</th>
<th>Blesk.cz</th>
<th>iDNES.cz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pravdoláskař</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havlista</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havloid</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Major features of the analysed expressions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Prvdlaskař</th>
<th>Havlista</th>
<th>Havloid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Václav Havel's values</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethos of 1989</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idealism</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingness to help refugees</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticism of Zeman</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticism of Klaus</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against fake news</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU supportive</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against China or Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pejorative label</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulted from opponents</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compared to other labels</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-labelling</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
<td>▪</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>